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WELCOME!
And congratulations!
You’ve made a smart decision to partner with Legacy Research Group.
For your convenience, we’ve created a collection of helpful tools to guide you… starting
with this catalog. Consider it your Legacy Research handbook. In the pages that follow,
we present all 13 Legacy Research experts – who they are… what they specialize in… what
publications they write… And they’re all organized alphabetically and by business.
So flip through this catalog of Legacy experts… find the ones you already follow… meet
the ones you don’t know yet… and see everything your new Legacy Research subscription
has to offer.
And when you’re done with that, make sure you check out this helpful table. It gives you
everything you need to know about all our letters in one easy-to-follow grid.
Regards,
Kris Sayce
Editor-In-Chief
P.S. We also send a Weekly Wrap Up email to Legacy Research lifetime subscribers at the
start of every week. It’ll help guide you through everything we publish each week. So be
sure to check your inbox for that on Monday afternoons.
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ABOUT US

From the beginning, independence has been the key to
Legacy Research’s success. Unlike the mainstream press,
we don’t make our money from corporate advertisers.
And unlike Wall Street, we don’t take commissions or
fees from the companies we cover in our newsletters.
Instead, we sell ideas, opinions, and recommendations.
What you see is what you get. There’s no more to it. Our
mission is to provide readers with a broad view of the
world. So, we ask questions. We research and test. But
we do not claim to have the last word on every issue. We
explore ideas with our readers… so they can decide for
themselves.
That means we don’t have a one-size-fits-all approach
to finance and investing. Each publisher under the
Legacy umbrella has its own unique culture and
outlook… Just like each of our readers has his or her own
personal investing style.
Bullish or bearish… Conservative or speculative… Stocks,
options, or cryptos… The common thread is great ideas.
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hris has been working as an analyst with Bill Bonner’s
financial publishing firm, The Agora, since 2007. He is
currently Legacy Research’s editor-at-large.
Chris heads up The Daily Cut, Legacy Research’s first daily
e-letter, as well our as premium weekly e-letter, Inner
Circle.
His mission is to keep you up to date with the latest ideas,
insights, and recommendations from the Legacy team of
analysts. He also frequently sits down to interview outside
investors and big picture thinkers.
Over the years, he’s interviewed Marc Faber, Jim
Rickards, Rick Rule, Frank Holmes, David Stockman, and
Alan Greenspan… as well as dozens of fund managers,
economists, and market analysts.

CHRIS
LOWE

After graduating from Trinity College Dublin, Chris
trained as a business analyst in London for international
news agency Reuters, where one of his first assignments
was looking into the Enron financial fraud.
He then worked as an investigative reporter in his native
Dublin, where he covered Ireland’s “Celtic Tiger” real
estate bubble.

CHRIS’ PUBLICATIONS

The Daily Cut

INNER CIRCLE

The Daily Cut is the only place you’ll find all the top
ideas, insights, and investment opportunities from
rogue economist Bill Bonner, legendary speculator Doug
Casey, former Wall Street insider Teeka Tiwari, master
trader Jeff Clark, and their “brain trust” of analysts.
For almost four decades, the founders of Bonner &
Partners, Casey Research, Palm Beach Research Group,
and Delta Report have been responsible for sending you
independent financial analysis and recommendations
from award-winning investors, traders who’ve managed
millions of dollars, PhDs, advisors to the president and
the CIA, and best-selling authors. The Daily Cut is the
culmination of all that experience.

Inner Circle gives you access to a group of experienced,
intelligent, and outspoken investment experts. Many of
these experts are based here in the U.S. But we also have
teams in London, Paris, Bonn, Madrid, Beijing, Buenos
Aires, and elsewhere. From high-yield investments to
emerging markets, to aggressive resource and commodity
plays… our people are on the ground, examining them
firsthand and finding the best opportunities, wherever
they are. Every week, editor Chris Lowe reads each
report, research note, and recommendation produced by
The Agora’s global council of experts. He then compiles
the best information in an easy-to-read memo so that
you’ll have only the very top ideas direct to your inbox.
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eff Brown is a technology industry veteran with 25 years
of experience. He was an executive at some of the most
successful tech firms in the world – including Qualcomm,
Juniper Networks, and NXP Semiconductors. And these
days, he’s a formal advisor to eight early stage tech startups.
Jeff has built early stage startups. He’s run organizations
generating hundreds of millions of dollars in annual
revenues. And he’s been an angel investor in over 100
private companies, handing him estimated gains as high
as 25,000%. As an active angel investor in early-stage
technology companies, he has access to information the
public never sees. He is on the front line, in the field,
seeing things months, if not years, before the mass market
becomes aware.

JEFF
BROWN

Jeff has a wide range of technology industry experience.
From semiconductors to mobility, to broadcasting and
video technology, to technology infrastructure, to IT
networking, to IT security, to automotive and even
consumer electronics… He’s also a member of the
Chamber of Digital Commerce, which regularly advises the
U.S. and foreign governments on blockchain technology.
And he recently completed an invitation-only executive
leadership program at the Yale School of management.
In short… he’s done it all.

JEFF’S PUBLICATIONS

THE BLEEDING EDGE
WITH JEFF BROWN

Five days a week, The Bleeding Edge guides readers
around the cutting-edge tech trends of today and
tomorrow. Jeff tells us what is shaping our future,
explains what the mainstream media is getting wrong,
and what investing trends need to be on your radar.

The Near Future Report is an investment advisory focused on identifying the trends of today at the point of
mass adoption. With each issue, you’ll see Jeff’s knack
for identifying companies best-positioned to profit from
industry-altering trends. Jeff’s actionable recommendations on mid- to large-cap tech stocks will deliver
steady growth and be safe enough for “family money.”
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This small and mid-cap tech service is focused on identifying small and micro-cap technology companies that
promise to deliver exponential profits. In each monthly
issue, Jeff will tell you everything you need to know about
the most innovative firms out there. And, most importantly, he’ll give you easy-to-follow recommendations for generating solid profits from groundbreaking technologies.
jeff brown’s

EARLY STAGE TRADER
Early Stage Trader is devoted to delivering fast returns
from developmental stage tech stocks. The typical
holding period is about three to six months and is based
around positioning traders ahead of major “catalysts”
that shoot each company’s stock price higher.
Legacy Research Group Catalog
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ill Bonner founded The Agora in 1978. Since then,
it has grown into one of the largest independent
newsletter publishing companies in the world with offices
in nine countries.
Bill also co-wrote two New York Times bestselling books,
Financial Reckoning Day and Empire of Debt. His latest
book, Hormegeddon, describes what happens when you get
too much of a good thing in the sphere of public policy,
economics, and business.

BILL
BONNER

Bill isn’t a stock-picker. He’s not going to build a portfolio
for you to follow. Instead, he shares insights and ideas
about how the business and financial worlds REALLY
work. He identifies big opportunities. He shows you where
average investors are making big mistakes. He details
opportunities he’s interested in personally, and what’s
going on with his global business. In short, Bill opens a
window to the world of the wealthy that you simply won’t
find anywhere else.
In his daily newsletter, Bill Bonner’s Diary, Bill shares his
decades of accrued knowledge about history, politics,
society, finance, and economics. Sometimes funny,
sometimes frightening – you’ll find his pieces always
entertaining and packed with useful insight.

BILL’S PUBLICATIONS

Bill’s daily Diary brings you valuable and entertaining
views on the most important issues affecting the world
today. You’ll also find unique and helpful research notes
from the Rogue Economics team and from other experts
throughout The Agora network. The Diary could only
be written by a man with his wealth, accomplishments,
and experience. Someone who has started businesses
all over the world… who has employed thousands of
employees… who has made investments on five continents… who owns hundreds of thousands of acres of
land… who travels well over 100,000 air miles every
year… who has acquired more than two dozen businesses… launched over 1,000 products… and sees a dozen
different business deals cross his desk every single week.
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Editor Bill Bonner, along with coauthor Dan Denning,
write this monthly letter to convey their deepest
insights on a wide range of macro- and micro-economic
topics. This newsletter could only be written by editors
like Dan and Bill. Bill is an economist, not a stock picker.
And this newsletter won’t include a portfolio for you to
follow. Instead, Dan and Bill share insights and ideas
about how the business and financial worlds REALLY
work. Every month, Dan and Bill lay out their contrarian
thinking to show you insights you won’t find anywhere
else. They’ll also share time-tested strategies to protect,
and grow, your wealth no matter what happens with the
government, the Fed, or the stock market.
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an Denning is the coauthor of The Bonner-Denning
Letter. Every month, he and Bill pen their contrarian
thinking to provide insights you won’t find anywhere else.
In 1998, Dan founded and edited a private financial
newsletter on small-capitalization stocks, leading over
35,000 subscribers to new investment ideas in dynamic
American companies. Then in 2000, he became the
editor of Strategic Investment, the flagship publication
of internationally known Agora Publishing, where he
analyzed markets from a macroeconomic and geopolitical
perspective.
After spending three years in Paris and London from 2002
to 2005, he relocated to Melbourne, Australia to become
the founder and publisher at Port Phillip Publishing.
Denning is the author of the 2005 book, The Bull Hunter.

DAN
DENNING

Before joining The Bonner-Denning Letter, he ran
Southbank Investment Research, the leading independent
financial publishing house in the UK. Dan’s belief in
free markets, sound money, personal liberty, and small
government have underpinned everything he’s done
during his time in the financial publishing industry.
In 2015, he relocated to London where he launched
Southbank Investment Research, publisher of The Fleet
Street Letter.

DAN’S PUBLICATIONS

Editor Bill Bonner, along with coauthor Dan Denning,
write this monthly letter to convey their deepest insights
on a wide range of macro- and micro-economic topics.
This newsletter could only be written by editors like Dan
and Bill. Bill is an economist, not a stock picker. And this
newsletter won’t include a portfolio for you to follow.
Instead, Dan and Bill share insights and ideas about how
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the business and financial worlds REALLY work. Every
month, Dan and Bill lay out their contrarian thinking to
show you insights you won’t find anywhere else. They’ll
also share time-tested strategies to protect, and grow, your
wealth no matter what happens with the government, the
Fed, or the stock market.
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om Dyson is the author of Postcards From the Fringe
and a contributor to Bonner & Partners’ flagship
advisory – The Bonner-Denning Letter.
Tom bought his first stock when he was 11 years old. And
he has been studying the art of investing and speculating
ever since.
Tom graduated from the University of Nottingham in
the United Kingdom. He is a member of the Chartered
Institute of Management Accountants, one of Britain’s top
accounting bodies. He also worked the bond trading desks
at Salomon Brothers and Citigroup.
Before joining Bonner & Partners, Tom made a name for
himself with his income-focused newsletter, The 12%
Letter, one of the most popular advisories in America
while it ran.

TOM
DYSON

But he put that success aside in 2011 to co-found Palm
Beach Research Group with wealth-building expert Mark
Ford.

TOM’S PUBLICATIONS

TOM DYSON’S

POSTCARDS FROM THE FRINGE
Every weekday, Tom shares his insights and his stories
in his Postcards From the Fringe. He shows readers what
he sees unfolding in the markets and the economy… as
he travels the globe with his soon-to-be-wife-again and
their three children. Their world tour has taken them
from the Americas… to Africa… to Europe… and all
across Asia.
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Tom’s Portfolio is a new special-situation research
advisory led by Tom Dyson. It’s designed to help
you profit from Tom’s Dow-to-Gold ratio strategy. If
you’ve ever wanted to know the thinking behind Tom’s
personal decisions with his money… and what he
recommends you do today… look no further than Tom’s
Portfolio.
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ABOUT US

The Palm Beach Research Group is a publishing
company unlike any other. Most financial advisories
are little more than stock “tip sheets.” At PBRG, we
guide you along the path to real, sustained financial
prosperity. We do that by giving you a comprehensive
wealth-building strategy.
We’re based in the heart of one of America’s “Millionaire
Capitals.” And our team has access to some of the
richest and most well-connected people in the world.
We’ve studied the secrets the rich use to amass their
fortunes… and uncovered their most important
alternative investing ideas. And we don’t limit those
ideas to just stocks and bonds. We also research options,
real estate, private equity, and alternative assets like
gold and cryptocurrencies.
Most importantly, our research is 100% independent.
We don’t take money from any third parties to
promote their services… no banks, no brokers, no
dealers, no companies, etc. Our philosophy is a blend
of conservative, income-based investments, asset
protection, and smart speculation. It’s a time-tested
approach you won’t find anywhere else.
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efore joining Palm Beach Research Group, Jason spent
nearly 20 years on Wall Street.

He began his investment career in 2001 at Cantor
Fitzgerald on the 104th floor of One World Trade Center.
Jason moved to Cantor’s London office just weeks before
the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.
He spent a total of 12 years at Cantor, including the final
eight years as a partner and head of equity derivatives
North America. He then traded and sold derivatives and
ETFs for Jefferies.
Since leaving Wall Street, Jason has launched two hedge
funds and cofounded a quantitative investment research
firm that provides multi-billion-dollar money managers
with unique market insights.

JASON
BODNER

Jason has been invited to speak at many conferences,
including the Chartered Market Technician Association
(CMTA), Better System Trader, and Future Money Trends.
And his research firm has created two options courses for
Investopedia Academy.
Jason is an avid musician, photographer, and loves science
and space. He currently lives in Florida with his wife, three
sons, and two rescue dogs.

JASON’S PUBLICATIONS

Palm Beach Trader is a trade advisory service. Editor Jason
Bodner’s readers are insiders on a stock-picking strategy
built in the depths of Wall Street by industry veterans with
decades of experience. It has identified the biggest winners
of the past 28 years and trounced the major indexes like
the S&P 500, Dow Jones, Nasdaq, and Russell 2000. His
system for finding winners showed historical returns of
6,946%, 7,037%, and 7,438%. And his top 150 picks had
average gains of 2,418%. This service delivers Jason’s best
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stocks with unusual institutional (UI) signals. These are
stocks that big institutions are quietly getting involved in.
His proprietary algorithms pinpoint those stocks as soon
as institutions start scooping them up. But that’s just the
first part. From those results, Jason sends his trade alerts
only on the companies that have the best fundamental
and technical qualities. All Palm Beach Trader readers have
to do is hitch their carts to the massive winning stocks of
tomorrow and ride them higher.
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eeka Tiwari is the editor of our flagship service The
Palm Beach Letter, small-cap and cryptocurrency
advisory Palm Beach Confidential, Alpha Edge, and Palm
Beach Crypto Income Quarterly. A former hedge fund
manager and Wall Street executive, he’s widely considered
one of the world’s premier cryptocurrency analysts.
Teeka epitomizes the American dream. Growing up in the
foster care system in the United Kingdom, Teeka came to
the United States at age 16 with just $150 in his pocket
and the clothes on his back. By 18, he had become the
youngest employee at Lehman Brothers. Two years later,
he shattered conventions by becoming the youngest vice
president in the history of Shearson Lehman.

TEEKA
TIWARI

In 1998, he made a small fortune going short during the
Asian crisis. But then, he “got greedy” (in his own words)
and hung on for too long. Within a three-week span, he
lost all he had made—and everything else he owned. He
was ultimately compelled to file personal bankruptcy.
Two years after losing everything, Teeka rebuilt his
wealth in the markets and went on to launch a successful
hedge fund. After these events, he developed a newfound
appreciation for risk. He made risk management his No. 1
priority. Today, Teeka’s personal mission is to help teach
individual investors how to grow their money safely.

TEEKA’S PUBLICATIONS

PALM BEACH DAILY
TEEKA TIWARI'S

Teeka Tiwari’s Palm Beach Daily includes a team
of analysts, traders, former hedge fund managers,
entrepreneurs, and real estate developers. At the Daily,
we share viewpoints you won’t find in mainstream
media, from alternative currencies to off-grid assets.
Every day, we give you techniques to help improve your
financial situation and life.

Investing pros often talk about “Seeking Alpha.” That
means choosing investments they hope will beat the
averages. That’s what this service is all about: trying to
give you the Alpha Edge. Teeka will share the strategies
he used to reserve for the high-net-worth clients when he
was a hedge fund manager. These are some of the smartest, safest, and most profitable investments in the world.

The Palm Beach Letter is an investment advisory and
retirement newsletter that focuses on generating income
both on and off Wall Street, investing in low-risk assets
using an expansive asset allocation model, securing and
protecting wealth, and living a rich and healthy life.

At Palm Beach Quant, Teeka uses a complex algorithm designed by a Lockheed aerospace engineer to target profitable options trades. These trades are fast… often just a few
days or weeks. But they could help you generate hundreds
– even thousands – of dollars per month in extra cash.
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s one of the first investing experts to explore
cryptocurrencies, Teeka Tiwari is a financial pioneer.
He recommended Bitcoin and Ether in 2016 when they
were trading around $400 and $9, respectively. And that
was just the start…
He’s since recommended more than four dozen cryptos,
helping thousands of readers turn tiny grubstakes into
veritable fortunes. That’s not just hyperbole…
Many of Teeka’s subscribers have even seen their crypto
portfolios explode from as little as a few hundred dollars
to over a million.
That’s why he gets messages every day, like this one…
“Thank you again for all that you do. Without Teeka, we
might never have been so blessed with life-changing
gains. Thank you, Teeka, for changing our lives!”
It’s all part of Teeka’s two-pronged mission:

TEEKA
TIWARI

1. Help readers make money safely so they can lead
a comfortable, dignified retirement.
2. Help make readers more financially literate so
they can make better investment decisions and
lead better lives.

TEEKA’S PUBLICATIONS

Palm Beach Confidential is our small-cap and cryptocurrency service. Most of the companies and cryptos we recommended in this service have market caps of less than
$1 billion. Teeka is widely considered as one of the premier crypto analysts in the world. In this advisory, Teeka
uses a strategy called “asymmetric investing,” which
allows you to turn small sums of money into life-changing gains. Teeka has used this strategy to create one of
the best cryptocurrency portfolios in the world.

In the stock market, there are two main ways to make
money: capital gains and income from dividends. These
two are completely different ways to invest. And each
requires a separate strategy. The same idea applies to
the cryptocurrency market. This unique service doesn’t
only look for cryptocurrencies that appreciate in price…
but also pay incredible dividends—so you can make
income no matter what the market is doing.

Teeka shares the primary strategy he used to build his
own fortune: investing in private placements. Thanks to
Teeka and his hedge fund-caliber team, these 10x-40x potential investments are now open to ordinary investors.
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ABOUT US

Casey Research is a financial publishing company
founded by legendary speculator and bestselling author
Doug Casey.
For more than 30 years, Doug and his team have showed
readers what’s really happening in the world… how to
take advantage of market dislocations… and where to
find the best ways to profit.
Casey Research offers a wide range of investments
and speculations to grow your wealth. Their team of
talented analysts focus on the sectors with significant
upside potential. Investing in garden variety mutual
funds or low-yielding money market funds will never
make you rich. Investing in sectors with significant
upside, on the other hand, can. And as a global leader
in precious metals, mining, and resource investing, the
team constantly scours the globe in search of the next
big discovery.
Casey readers know that in order to make money in
the markets, you need to go “against the crowd.” And
this contrarian philosophy, along with Casey’s suite of
popular research letters, have made them a lot of money
over the years.
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oug Casey literally wrote the book on Crisis Investing
that helps you build your own wealth empire in
unprecedented times. A “master speculator” who, over
the last 40 years, made mega-millions in global markets.
Dubbed the “International Man,” roughly four decades
ago, Doug Casey has not only established residency in
nearly a dozen countries, he’s visited 175 nations, and has
been a major investor in businesses around the world.
He’s participated in several televised debates with presidential candidates and served as an economic advisor
to the leaders of six countries. He’s been a regular guest
on national television when people want to know what’s
going on in the global financial markets—including spots
on CNN, Merv Griffin, Charlie Rose, Regis Philbin, and
NBC News. Phil Donahue even devoted an entire show to
his work.

DOUG
CASEY

Today you’re most likely to find him at La Estancia de
Cafayate (Casey’s Gulch), an oasis tucked away in the
high red mountains outside Salta, Argentina. Cafayate
most resembles the isolated beauty of Bryce Canyon,
Utah combined with the lush vineyards of Napa Valley.
Residents enjoy economic and social freedoms not found
in the U.S. and some of the best wine and golf on the
planet.

DOUG’S PUBLICATIONS

The Casey Report

Our flagship Casey Research publication – dedicated
to helping individual investors of all levels grow and
protect their wealth. Casey Research founder Doug
Casey and Nick Giambruno identify powerful emerging
trends ahead of the crowd, and guide you in taking
advantage of the opportunities they create or defending
your portfolio from the risk they present. Doug and
Nick provide specific, actionable ideas designed to help
subscribers make money in stocks, bonds, currencies,
real estate, and commodities. Doug and his staff have
an extraordinary track record of getting big picture
calls correct… and helping readers make huge returns.
The Casey Report will provide you with the knowledge
and skills you need to build a lifetime of crisis-proof,
inflation-proof wealth.
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Casey Daily Dispatch

Six days a week, The Casey Daily Dispatch helps readers
make sense of what’s going on in the economy and
financial markets. Dispatch readers learn about the
biggest money-making opportunities and threats to
their wealth. Justin and his team are natural skeptics.
They don’t listen to what the mainstream media
is saying. And they pride themselves on taking on
unpopular and controversial topics to let readers know
what’s really happening behind the scenes. Readers
will also frequently hear from bestselling author and
world-renowned speculator Doug Casey on everything
from technology to politics to exciting “crisis investing”
opportunities. On Sunday, Dispatch readers receive a
quick review of everything that was published the week
before to help stay updated on all of our latest ideas.
Legacy Research Group Catalog
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ave Forest is a geologist who has worked
professionally in mining and petroleum over a 20year career. He has also bridged his technical expertise
into the finance and investment sector, originally joining
Casey Research in 2004 when he founded the Casey Energy
Speculator, dedicated to finding high-potential investment
opportunities in oil, natural gas, uranium, and renewables.
He also founded his own mineral exploration and
development companies, raising over $80 million in
equity financing from some of the most well-known
resource investors in North America.
His past successes include the development of a
10-million-ounce gold deposit in Colombia, as well as
becoming the first to be granted a modern exploration
license in the emerging economy of Myanmar, Southeast
Asia.

DAVE
FOREST

He also served as Managing Director of Notela Resource
Advisors, an advisory firm analyzing and designing global
investment opportunities in the natural resource sector.
Dave continues to travel extensively reviewing resource
projects and investment opportunities. In 2018, he took
the reins of Casey Research’s premiere commodities
investing advisory — International Speculator.

DAVID’S PUBLICATIONS

For over a quarter of a century, International Speculator has
been dedicated to presenting speculative opportunities to
investors looking to diversify into small-cap international
resource opportunities, including junior U.S. and Canadian
gold and silver exploration companies. Editor Dave Forest
and team unearth the most undervalued explorers and
mining stocks around the world. International Speculator is
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your ultimate guide to profiting from commodities. Every
month, you’ll read all about Dave’s findings, including
the incredible developments happening in commodities
around the globe. See for yourself why we are widely
considered among of the world’s foremost base and
precious metals investing experts.
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ick Giambruno is Doug Casey’s globetrotting protégé.
He’s also the Chief Analyst of Casey Research’s
flagship advisory, The Casey Report and its premium “value
investing” advisory, Crisis Investing.
Nick knows that the best time to buy—as Baron Rothschild
correctly observed—is “when there’s blood in the streets.”
He writes about geopolitics, value investing in crisis
markets, the global cannabis market, international
banking, second passports, and surviving a financial
collapse, among other topics.
In short, Nick’s work helps people make the most of their
personal freedom and financial opportunity around the
world.

NICK
GIAMBRUNO

Born in Minnesota, he’s lived in Europe, South America,
and the Middle East, including Beirut and Dubai, where
he covered regional banks and other companies for an
investment house. Today, Nick spends most of his time in
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Nick is a frequent speaker at investment conferences
around the world.

NICK’S PUBLICATIONS

The Casey Report

Our flagship Casey Research publication – dedicated
to helping individual investors of all levels grow and
protect their wealth. Founder Doug Casey and Nick
Giambruno identify powerful emerging trends ahead
of the crowd, and guide you in taking advantage of the
opportunities they create or defending your portfolio
from the risk they present. Doug and Nick provide
specific, actionable ideas designed to help subscribers
make money in stocks, bonds, currencies, real estate, and
commodities. Doug and his staff have an extraordinary
track record of getting big picture calls correct… and
helping readers make huge returns.
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Crisis Investing

Every month, legendary crisis investor Doug Casey and
his globe-trotting protégé, Nick Giambruno, will scour
the world looking for the best crisis-born opportunities
for you from fundamentally sound businesses whose
stock prices have been hammered down by fear, crisis,
and politically caused distortions. Nick and Doug take a
contrarian view of the world’s most beaten-down assets
and regions in search of incredible “blood in the streets”
value investments. And their track record speaks for
itself.
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.B. Tucker has been profiting from crises for years.
In early 2009, he realized that the U.S. housing bust
would create a generation of renters. He raised money and
bought a large portfolio of single-family rental houses at
rock-bottom prices… as low as 10 cents on the dollar.
E.B. was also a founding partner and managing director
of KSIR Capital Management, an investment firm focused
on gold and silver equities. He knows the gold and silver
business inside and out, having visited mines in over a
dozen countries.
Prior to joining Casey Research, E.B. was co-editor of
Stansberry International and a research analyst for
Porter Stansberry’s Investment Advisory. While there, he
dedicated his work to digging into the fundamentals of
great companies trading at cheap prices.

E.B.
TUCKER

And before launching his newest advisory, Strategic
Investor, E.B. was the editor of Casey Research’s flagship
publication The Casey Report. Working hand-in-hand
with Doug Casey for three years, he traveled extensively
following global trends to find the next great speculation.
In 2018, E.B. launched his own advisory — Strategic
Investor. And this year, he’ll launch his newsest exclusive
service Strategic Trader.

E.B.’S PUBLICATIONS

E.B. Tucker’s Strategic Investor

Strategic Trader

The strategic investor always has a plan of attack. His
strategy involves 4 steps: 1) Assess 2) Consolidate 3)
Position 4) Speculate. Doug Casey wrote the book on
Strategic Investing in 1983. We touch on several key
points he laid out back then. Most importantly, we make
some crucial updates for today’s market. Right now,
there is a huge shift happening in the markets…huge
distortions that we are ready to take advantage of. Our
advice allows you to emerge a victor from the financial
battlefield of the future.

There’s a war being waged against your financial
future. Market crashes, inflation, deflation, high-speed
supercomputers, and Wall Street insiders are trying to
get between you and your money every day. But E.B.
Tucker sees serious opportunity in the years ahead. An
era where strategic traders will make a killing. The era
of “easy money” is over. And it’s more important than
ever to be selective in your investments. You need to
have a true game plan – and multiple ways to profit.
Passive investors will get crushed, but Strategic Traders
will thrive. And with our proven system, we’ll come out
on top no matter what happens in the markets.
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MORE FROM OUR PARTNERS
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J

eff Clark is the editor of several investment advisories
which focus on profiting from options in any market
environment.
Jeff began writing newsletters after retiring from his independent, San Francisco-based brokerage house and private money management firm at age 42. Before that, Jeff
developed the curricula for an international MBA program
and founded an investor education firm. Now, Jeff takes
the same strategy he used for his clients – around 100
of California’s wealthiest individuals – and exclusively
shares these techniques with his loyal subscribers.
Jeff’s strategy allows you to potentially make money no
matter what a stock does – whether it goes up, down, or
just stays the same. That’s what makes him one of the best
traders around. And his track record can attest.

JEFF
CLARK

Since 2005, subscribers have had the opportunity to make
triple-digit gains over 50 times and double-digit gains
more than 160 times. He continues that success with his
suite of services for new and experienced traders.

JEFF’S PUBLICATIONS

In Jeff’s free e-letter, he provides timely market
commentary and actionable trading ideas two hours
before market open. The strategies and commentary
are both conservative and speculative, designed to
help readers take advantage of short-and sometimes
intermediate-term market moves.

Here, Jeff builds on the trading foundations laid in Jeff
Clark Trader, providing readers more speculative and
advanced option trading opportunities with more frequency, and higher return potential. This service also
includes special reports like The Crisis Trading Blueprint and Spotting the Perfect Trade.
THE

Jeff’s flagship advisory, where he shows traders how to
fund a comfortable retirement trading just three stocks.
As his introductory options service, he offers option trading fundamentals and lower-risk trades to teach investors the power of using options to amplify their returns.
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BREAKOUT ALERT

In the Breakout Alert, Jeff Clark looks to profit on explosive upside moves in small-cap, low-priced stocks.
Using a specific signal that foretells big stock breakouts,
Jeff offers readers the chance to multiply their investments in a matter of months.
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L

arry Benedict, a graduate of Syracuse University,
has over 25 years of experience as an investment
professional. In 1984, he began his career as a market
maker in equity derivatives products on the floor of the
Chicago Board of Options Exchange. Later, Benedict
worked as a market maker on the American Stock
Exchange and, in 1989, was hired by Spear Leeds &
Kellogg (SLK) as its options specialist in the XMI Major
Market Index on the American Stock Exchange. After
the Goldman Sachs purchase of SLK in 2000, Benedict
launched Banyan Equity Management, LLC.
The Opportunistic Trader is the culmination of Larry
Benedict’s 35-year trading career. Using simple, easy-tounderstand trading plays, Larry helps everyday investors
benefit from the secrets that made him a multimillionaire.

LARRY
BENEDICT

It’s the best way we know of for the little guy to access
hedge fund-level strategies, and consistently marketbeating returns. And it’s the day trader’s most essential
resource during volatile times.

LARRY’S PUBLICATIONS

THE OPPORTUNISTIC TRADER
This publication is a weekly options advisory written by
30-year trading veteran Larry Benedict. Alongside specific
option trade recommendations, Larry provides invaluable
trading resources and a rare look at his rolodex of megasuccessful industry contacts.
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Subscribers have access to not only Larry’s latest trade
recommendations, but an extensive network of trading
industry professionals, exclusive trading resources, and
regular updates on Larry’s market forecasts and current
portfolio positions.
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A

ndy Krieger claims the honor of being one of the
top traders in history. Revered in trading circles for
his famous trading “breaking the Kiwi”, where he made
millions shorting the New Zealand dollar, Andy has
cemented his legacy in the trading world. But trading
hasn’t always been Andy’s main aspiration. In college,
Andy studied Sanskrit, Bengali, Hebrew, and eastern
philosophy, aiming to become a professor of Indian
philosophy. He continued those studies later in life, as a
world traveler and publisher of philosophical works. But
shortly after college, Andy decided to pursue a business
degree and, before long, found himself at his first trading
job at a JP Morgan trading desk in Delaware.

ANDY
KRIEGER

What proceeded was a rapid rise to the top ranks of
traders around the world. From JP Morgan, Andy went
on to work at Banker’s Trust, Solomon Brothers, and
eventually was chosen to become to successor to George
Soros’ Quantum Fund… making hundreds of millions of
dollars in trading profits along the way. But in 1988, Andy
abruptly left Wall Street to spend more time focusing
on his family and his passion for eastern languages and
philosophy. Nowadays, Andy’s goal is to train a group
of apprentices on how to best take advantage the highly
lucrative currency markets… Providing the resources to
turn every novice into an expert, and regular trade ideas
to further hone their skills.

ANDY’S PUBLICATIONS

ANDY KRIEGER’S

BIG TRADES

Andy’s trading technique in Big Trades is one of careful
consideration, impeccable timing, and conservative risk
management. And he uses this technique to teach his
proteges all about the lucrative currency markets… and
how to trade them safely and profitably.
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MONEY
TRENDS
WIT H AN D Y K R IEG ER
In his Money Trends e-letter, currency trading legend
Andy Krieger helps you navigate the key events and
factors that influence every market. His mission is to
help you become a better trader – even if you’ve never
touched the lucrative foreign exchange (or “forex”)
markets before.
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